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design with a COnsCienCe
Kährs floors are brilliant examples of modern ideas, reflecting old wisdom. our innovative 
approach to tradition sets us apart from other wood floor manufacturers. during our 
more than 150 years in the business, we have aimed to capture the beauty and 
expression of wood. We have learned to combine this beauty with different types of 
leading floor technology in order to produce high quality wood floors, which are durable, 
stable and easy to install. 

even though trends come and go, we believe that quality and style never go out of 
fashion. therefore, we are equally dedicated to creating designs that have a potential  
to be cherished by present and future generations. We are constantly adding to our 
collections of wood floors, which today include a great variety of species and styles, 
creating endless possibilities.

Being style and eco-conscious has never been easy – until now. We applaud the 
designers who have made green glamorous. regardless of species and design, all of  
our floors fulfill the demands that a modern wood floor should meet, both aesthetically 
and environmentally.

oNlY Nature’s material
since 1857, Kährs has focused solely on wood and it continues 
to be our passion. Wood is sustainable and strong. Wood is 
renewable. Wood is part of our cultural heritage. Wood stands 
for quality.

FlooriNg desigN
a dark, wire-brushed floor combined with traditional furniture 
and traditional fabrics. a light, silk matte floor in a modern 
setting. or vice versa. We provide the flooring designs that will 
allow you to set your own decorating agenda.

staiNed Floors
stains can be used to further enhance natural 
color tones – from palest white and whisper 
grays, to rich mocha and charcoal shades.

surFaces
Brushed, beveled, distressed, matte or glossy. We add modern 
flare to traditional flooring, using techniques that add 
dimension and unique character. We also offer floors that are 
stylishly understated; they are created from a discreet and 
regular timber grade with small variations in tone and pattern 
and with a smooth, glossy surface.

Wood species
our floors are available in a 
wide range of eco-friendly 
wood species, from light 
Birch to warm oak, rich 
cherry and the darkest of 
Walnuts. We have however, 
stopped importing 
threatened wood species, 
and have replaced them 
with stained floors that 
create the same visual 
effect.

plaNK desigN 
Kährs floors come in three varieties – 1-strip, 2-strip and 3-strip. 
some see 1-strip floors as well suited for larger rooms, while 
3-strip floors are perfect for smaller spaces. it all comes down 
to the impression you want to create. You can also choose 
between different lengths, widths and patterns.

“The main impression you get from a room is made up  
from what you choose to put on your walls and floors. The 
interplay between these two is extremely important for the 
feel of the room. A wood floor with a lot of structure, for 
example, must be allowed to fill the room, without 
competing with the expression of the walls. 

But the most important thing is to listen to the room and its 
surroundings to find a floor that will achieve harmony. As 
there are endless types of rooms and contexts, we supply a 
great variety of wood floors. Despite the different looks of 
our floors, they all have some things in common – they are 
derived from nature, they age beautifully, they have a 
history and they bring warmth to a home.

Trees are the source of life. This is not only true for us as a 
wood floor manufacturer, but for us all as individuals – as 
well as for our whole planet. Perhaps that is why we feel so 
passionately about the wood floors we design and produce”.

Stina Andersson
Designer, Kährs
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QualitY WitH Nature iN miNd
our commitment to quality and the environment runs throughout our entire production chain.  
it begins with the selection of the best raw material. this is achieved with the support of our 
3,000+ timber suppliers who share our commitments. all of our production facilities are iso 
14001 certified.

Fast-groWiNg aNd 
recYcled Wood core  
– For tHe Best use oF 
Natural resources
multilayer floors are more environmentally 
friendly than solid wood floors since the core 
material is crafted from fast-growing or 
recycled wood. this means that there is less  
of a drain on natural resources.

HealtHY Floors
in 1984, Kährs was the first wood flooring 
manufacturer to utilize a water-based finish 
system to reduce emissions. Kährs meets 
european e1, eo and california air resources 
Board - airborne toxic control measure (carB-
atcm) phase 1 and 2 standards. more 
information is available at www.kahrs.com

reForestatioN
Kährs works with local, national and global 
organizations to ensure a sustainable forest 
stock for coming generations. in sweden, the 
forest volume is 60% larger today than in the 
1920s. However, the global community and 
Kährs face challenges in many forests around 
the world due to illegal logging and loss of 
forests to energy production, farming and 
palm oil tree plantations. Kährs works with 
leading global programs, reforestation 
programs and environmental groups such  
as the Fsc, eu, uN, WWF, greenpeace and  
eia to support responsible global forestry.

NotHiNg is Wasted
at our production plant in Nybro, nothing goes 
to waste. the portion of the logs that we are 
unable to use for floors becomes biofuel. some 
of this fuel is used to heat our own facilities. 
the rest is provided to a local energy company. 
about 45,000 people in our neighborhood 
enjoy the warmth of our recycled wood.

leed
many Kährs products provide leed (leadership 
in energy and environmental design) points on 
construction projects. please contact your 
local Kährs representative for the latest leed 
information or visit www.kahrs.com

cleaN productioN
over the years, Kährs has introduced a 
number of innovations aimed at lowering 
emissions to air, such as using water-based 
finishes and installing the most advanced air 
filter system in scandinavia. clean production 
is not only good for the environment – it also 
benefits the people working in our factories.

meetiNg eNviroNmeNtal 
staNdards 
Kährs flooring from sweden uses wood, a 
renewable, natural resource. the primary input 
in production is sunlight. continued production 
removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere 
and supports biodiversity, and the end product 
is biodegradable or can be salvaged for reuse 
at the end of its intended life. We proudly 
meet the following environmental standards:

all man-made products influence our environment. to counteract these 
effects, we have adopted an ecological approach that characterizes 
everything we do. this approach earned Kährs iso 14001 environmental 
management certification over a decade ago. We did not stop there. 
environmental concerns define all of our new development projects. if you 
believe in a sustainable society you have to prove it. this is how we do it:

beauty with  
a COnsCienCe

sourciNg locallY
more than 88% of the raw material we use grows less than 180 miles from our factory.

oNlY coNtrolled suppliers
suppliers to Kährs are chosen from companies 
that hold Fsc (Forest stewardship council) or 
peFc (programme for endorsement of Forest 
certification) certificates or equivalent 
documentation. We also require all of our 
suppliers to sign our code of conduct that 
follows the uN supplier code of conduct and 
international labor conventions (ilo).

eFFicieNt sHippiNg & leed 
WareHouse
logs shipped to our factory in sweden are  
pre-cut to fit our production. this makes for 
efficient packing and shipping. even our 
product packaging uses recycled paper for eco-
efficiency. in 2010 we constructed a 21,000 m2 
warehouse at our factory site. it is the first 
leed (leadership in energy and environmental 
design) warehouse constructed in scandinavia, 
and it is leed gold certified. this new facility 
eliminates 1,800 truck trips to our old warehouse, 
reduces co2 emissions by over 450 tons and 
provides many other eco-efficiencies.
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innOvatiOn is Our 
traditiOn
over the years, our fresh ideas and product innovations have changed the face of 
wood flooring from simple bare planks to pre-finished floors that are easy to install.  
We have not stopped there. improved production techniques have allowed us to use 
color and texture combined with simple maintenance to ensure that we have a range 
that suits the ever-changing face of interior design.

1958 tHe First  
FactorY-FiNisHed Floor
the production of a factory-finished floor required a high 
degree of precision to ensure that the surface of the floor  
was smooth and consistent in use. Kährs was able to introduce 
an accuracy in production that was unparalleled in wood 
processing, and the process of installing wooden flooring was 
accelerated. 1995 liNNea – tHe NeW 

geNeratioN oF Wood  
Floors is iNtroduced 
Kährs developed a floor with amazing qualities. 
Hard and durable, with a thin top layer, it is both 
economical and extremely easy to install.

QualitY iN Wood siNce 1857
Kährs is situated in Nybro, in the heart of the forests of småland in sweden, on the same site 
where everything began more than 150 years ago. in 1857, Johan Kähr started a small turning 
shop and began producing wooden articles for the local farmers. 

today, the Kährs group is europe’s biggest wood flooring manufacturer, and one of the world’s 
most innovative companies involved in wood processing. 

the combination of long tradition, craftsmanship and a passionate interest in design and new 
technology has kept us at the forefront of modern wood flooring development.

2000 Woodloc® lauNcHed
the unique glueless floor joint is launched. 
Woodloc® makes it even easier to lay the floor, 
but above all it means that gaps never appear 
between the boards despite climatic changes 
in the home.

2004 activitY Floor – 
tHe NeW sports Floor
a sprung sports floor is developed and 
launched. it can be laid more quickly and 
over larger areas. the floor is approved 
for the global standard for sports floors, 
diN, and is used at major sporting 
events.

2010 Woodloc® 5s 
lauNcHed
Woodloc® 5s – the next level of Woodloc®. the 
new system makes installation even faster and 
easier – while producing an even stronger 
floor.

1941 tHe iNveNtioN BeHiNd our success
during the 1930s, gustaf Kähr, grandson of the founder, started working with 
wood lamination to develop a door that would not warp. door construction is 
very demanding because there are different climates inside and outside. after 
several years’ work, a door was introduced on the market that went on to 
become a great success. the process of using layers of wood was soon carried 
over to wooden floors. the end product was a floor constructed in three layers. 
today, over 65 years later, this is still the standard construction for the majority 
of wood floor manufacturers.
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Quality with  
a lifespan
Quality is an attitude – a whole way of thinking. Because we have been 
located in the middle of the same village in sweden for over 150 years, our 
employees take great pride in what they do. Knowledge, craftsmanship and 
a passion for wood have been passed down from generation to generation. 
Quality characterizes the whole process, from design to delivery. our floors 
will last for generations.

surFace laYer – caN Be 
saNded, Just liKe a solid
solid floors and multilayer floors are based on 
two different construction methods. However, 
just like most solid wood floors, the surface 
layer of a Kährs original wood floor can be 
professionally sanded and refinished at least 
twice during its lifetime. in each case, the 
limitation is the distance from the surface to 
the locking joint.

multilaYer coNstructioN – For staBilitY iN all climates
in 1941, Kährs was granted a patent for a multilayer wood flooring construction. this was the 
world’s first engineered wood floor. this method of construction made the floor more stable and 
allowed the raw material to be utilized in a more environmentally friendly way. compared to a 
solid wood floor, Kährs construction is 75% more stable; it resists warping, buckling and cracking 
even as temperature and humidity change throughout the seasons. 

radiaNt HeatiNg 
Kährs floors and radiant heating go hand-in-hand. 
However, certain points should be considered: the 
surface temperature of the finished floor must 
never exceed 81°F, in any area. another point is 
that certain wood species, such as Beech and 
Hard maple, are not suitable to combine with 
underfloor heating. 

Find out more at www.kahrs.com

Water-Based FiNisH
Kährs introduced the first water-based finish in 
1984 – long before it became general practice 
in the industry.

Faster, stroNger, more staBle
faster – the short ends of the boards are connected 
vertically, instead of at an angle, which makes installation 
faster.

strOnger – Woodloc® is already the strongest mechanical 
joint system on the market – and Woodloc® 5s is even stronger; 
approximately 25 percent stronger. Woodloc® 5s enables faster 
installations and on larger surface areas than previously 
offered.

flexible – Kährs with Woodloc® 5s makes a glue-down 
installation just as easy as a floating installation.

Wood is a natural material and therefore affected by  
humidity changes over the year. the Woodloc® joint has  
proved superior to traditional joints when it comes to 
withstanding environmental changes.

Woodloc® 5s — tHe NeW super  
JoiNt For Faster iNstallatioN  
aNd a stroNger Floor
Kährs was the first wood floor manufacturer to introduce a 
mechanical glue-less joint system. in 1999 we launched the 
ingenious Woodloc® system, revolutionizing the wood flooring 
market. the Woodloc® joint system meant that the boards, for 
the first time, could be locked together mechanically without 
using glue. in addition to producing a perfect, flat floor, it also 
made installations quick and simple. thanks to the glueless 
installation, the boards can also be lifted at a later date and 
installed elsewhere. the perfect, tight fit is important for the 
durability of the floor.

Now we are introducing the next level of the Woodloc® joint 
system – Woodloc® 5s. these new joints make installation even 
faster and more flexible, while producing a stronger floor.
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Kährs supreme

atteNtioN to detail aNd craFtsmaNsHip

Kährs Original

settiNg tHe staNdard iN Wood FlooriNg

the grande collection is ideal for those searching for a 
traditional looking “plank” floor in dimensions previously not 
available in a modern multilayered format. the range includes 
a variety of styles and color variations for the most 
ambitious interior designs.

striking in terms of both natural beauty and scale, the floors 
measure over nine feet long by ten inches wide, and are 
three-fourths of an inch thick.

the avenue collection, from the Kährs 
supreme range, has been designed and 
developed with stylish city living in mind. 
these sophisticated and elegant floors would 
suit any interior style, be it modern or 
traditional.

the elegance collection includes two different 
styles – tapis and croix; both feature intricate 
patterns characterized by a mixture of 
traditional charm and modern styling. a 
perfect blend of old and new that lends itself 
beautifully to any location.

Kährs original, our widest range, is world famous for its high 
quality and versatility – from light to dark species and in 
matte, silk matte, gloss, or natural oil finishes and in 1, 2 or 3 
strip designs. Kährs original is recommended for both 
residential and commercial applications, with varying levels 
of traffic and where maximum longevity is key. For example, 
retail, offices, hotels and public spaces.

our newest addition to our wide range of wood flooring. 
using the latest technologies and ideas, spirit has been 
developed specifically with the environment in mind. in this 
range of 1-strips you will find stunning new looks perfectly 
suited to unique designs and modern ways of living. the 
finish keeps its brilliance, beauty and durability for many 
years, reflecting the true spirit of Kährs.

Kährs spirit is recommended for both residential and 
contract areas, with low to high levels of traffic. examples 
include retail and office space, hotel rooms and other areas.

the Kährs linnea range provides real wood flooring options 
to compliment all interior styles. pleasing to the eye and to 
the touch, linnea combines the aesthetic with the practical. 
With a thickness of only one quarter inch, the floor is simple 
and easy to install, incredibly durable and easy to maintain.

linnea is recommended for residential areas, with modest 
levels of traffic.

Kährs supreme 
grande COlleCtiOn
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 3/4”

surface layer thickness: 1/4”

core material: spruce/pine

Joint system: tongue and groove

sandable: 2 times

Kährs’ supreme 
eleganCe and 
avenue COlleCtiOn
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 5/8”

surface layer thickness: 1/8”

core material: spruce/pine

Joint system: Woodloc®

sandable: 2 times

Kährs Original
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 5/8”

surface layer thickness: 1/8”

core material: spruce/pine, eco core, 

plywood

Joint system: Woodloc®

sandable: 2 times

Kährs aCtivity flOOr
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 1 3/16”

surface layer thickness: 1/8”

core material: spruce/pine & HdF

energy-absorbing layer: 2-layer 

polyether

Joint system: Woodloc®

sandable: 2 times

Kährs spirit
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 3/8”

surface layer thickness: 1/16”

core material: eco core

Joint system: Woodloc®

sandable: 1 time

Kährs linnea
teChniCal data

Board thickness: 1/4”

surface layer thickness: 1/64”

core material: HdF (High density 

Fiberboard)

Joint system: Woodloc®

sandable: No

Kährs spirit

tHe evolutioN oF tHe HardWood Floor

Kährs linnea

tHe NeW geNeratioN HardWood Floor

Kährs activity floor is a Fsc mixed sources wood floor 
specially designed for indoor sports activities. it combines 
exceptional energy-absorbing qualities with durability and 
good looks. several layers of polyether, of increasing rigidity, 
give optimal energy-absorption relative to loading. at the 
same time, Kährs’ patented construction promotes quick and 
simple installation – 50% faster than traditional sports floors. 

Kährs activity floor is recommended for indoor sports 
facilities, including dance studios, aerobics studios, 
gymnasiums and sports halls. 

For more detailed information on Kährs’ product ranges, 
please visit www.kahrs.com

Kährs aCtivity flOOr

a HealtHY Floor For a HealtHY liFestYle

grande collection

avenue collection elegance collection
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today’s customers expect an 
inviting, unique and exciting 
shopping environment. our 
floors help you create 
environments that strengthen 
both the brand and the retail 
experience, creating 
memorable impressions in 
customers’ minds. strong 
interiors simply help retailers 
get their business noticed.

Other Kährs retail prOjeCts

Bechstein showroom New York, NY
Bosa design center  san diego, ca
Burberry multiple sites
dKNY denver, co
great mall of milpitas milpitas, ca
robb & stucky showrooms Fl, las vegas, dallas
siematic Boston, seattle, Ft. lauderdale
vino volo detroit, mi
Filson denver, co

retail
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as living has become more hectic, people have begun to view 
eating and drinking as a one-stop form of both nourishment 
and entertainment. With so much interest and money being 
spent on food and drink, it is extremely important for 
restaurateurs to develop trends that positively impact 
customers – including an interior design that appeals to 
potential customers. Wood floors add both warmth and a 
sense of hospitality to restaurants, bars and cafés.

Other Kährs hOspitality prOjeCts

BJ’s restaurants multiples sites, usa
gold’s gym seattle, Wa
Hotel Hearthstone stratton mountain, vt
marriot corporate offices irvine, ca
clarion Hotel sign stockholm, sweden
gleneagles Hotel, the spa perthshire, uK
grand Hotel central Barcelona, spain
lindos Blu Hotel rhodes, greece
sheraton Hotel stockholm, sweden
Zingerman’s Bar & grill stirling, scotland
air France, vip lounge montreal, canada

hOspitality
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studies show that a well-designed office is  
one of the easiest and most cost-effective 
ways to retain workers and make them more 
productive. if the office is not only well-
designed but also good looking with a 
beautiful wood floor, employees and 
customers will be happy to spend their time 
there, promoting business as well as pleasure. 

OffiCe

Other Kährs OffiCe prOjeCts

Bangor Naval sub Base  Bangor, me
Fort lewis army Base Washington
1180 peachtree (King & spalding) atlanta, ga
Haworth castelli creative centre rome, italy
Wallenstam stockholm, sweden
emmar mgF corporate office gurgaon, india
statoil oslo, Norway
rymdbolaget solna, sweden
Nordic capital stockholm, sweden
swedish parliament House stockholm, sweden
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great public spaces are the living room of the 
city - the place where people come together to 
enjoy the city and each other. public spaces 
make high quality life in the city possible - they 
form the stage and backdrop to the drama of 
life. Wood floors add a sense of warmth to 
public spaces, ranging from libraries to 
theaters and operas.

publiC spaCe

Other Kährs publiC spaCe prOjeCts

ideoN at Neocon exhibition chicago, il
orlando museum of art orlando, Fl
concert Hall aarhus aarhus, denmark
swedish consulate los angeles, ca
university library of pavia pavia, italy
volkswagen Wolfsburg, germany
czech republic embassy vienna, austria
university of calgary calgary, al, canada
parliament of india library delhi, india
swedish parliament House stockholm, sweden
malmö arena malmö, sweden
performing arts centre, school Winchester, uK
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Wood floors have a proven ability to add value 
to residential projects. partly logical, partly 
magical, a good house is inviting. a tangible 
sign of quality like a wood floor helps prove it.

residential

Other Kährs residential prOjeCts

redpath condos montreal, Qc, canada
arriva condominiums, phase 1 calgary, al, canada
ritz-carlton residences toronto, oN, canada
the Bravern seattle, Wa
riverwalk roosevelt island, NYc
the glass Factory cambridge, ma
Naval square philadelphia, pa
park east condominiums st. louis, mo
the carlyle minneapolis, mN
the colombian chicago, il
the aqua chicago, il
100 West 18th New York, NY, usa
union lofts los angeles, ca, usa
pinnacle lofts  denver, co, usa
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When preparing for the international Basketball 
championships between sweden and Yugoslavia,  
the owner of the Östersund basketball court needed 
a wood floor to meet quality requirements, as well  
as specific demands for resilience and shock 
absorbency. the innovative construction of oak 
activity Floor ensured that all expectations were  
met, and enabled the new floor to be installed in less 
than a week.

01 total thickness 1 3/16” 
gives very low 
construction height.

02 laid without floor 
battens directly onto a 
stable and even 
subfloor.

03 Wear layer 1/8”; can be 
sanded two times.

04 available in oak, Beech, 
maple and oak mocha.

05 overlapping pressure 
distribution with HdF 
board across joints on 
long sides and ends.

06 resilient expanded 
foam for energy 
absorption and 
springing.

07 Woodloc® 5s joint locks 
the boards together 
without glue and gives 
perfect results.

spOrts faCilities

all-iN-oNe
Kährs activity Floor features a unique “all-in-one” construction. 
unlike other wood floors designed for sports and activities, the 
absorption material and reinforcement are already fitted to the 
back of the board. this means that the floor – again, unlike 
other sports floors – can be laid directly onto the subfloor 
without the time-consuming construction of floor battens or 
special fittings.

Woodloc® 5s
the new super joint for faster installation and an even stronger 
floor.

more tHaN Just approved  
iN tHeorY aNd practice
tests carried out in accordance with Ns-eN 14904 – type 4 
testing, by the Norwegian Building research institute, show 
that Kährs activity Floor excels in all categories - such as energy 
absorption, deformation, ball bounce, rolling load and friction. 
Kährs activity Floor has been installed in dance studios, aerobic 
studios, gymnasiums and sports halls. it was also chosen for 
the 2004 european aerobics championships in rotterdam, and 
was highly praised by athletes. triple world champion Helena 
Nahafahik-cardoso, who tested Kährs activity Floor during the 
aerobic World championships, commented that it provided, “an 
ideal surface that has everything a good floor needs for 
competition and training.”

KäHrs activitY Floor  
– a Floor tHat is KiNd to Your JoiNts
running, bouncing, spinning, twisting and turning are generally good news for 
your body. However, they can also result in sprains and torn ligaments. shoes 
play an important role in reducing strain on knees, ankles and backs. equally 
important is choosing the right floor – a floor with the right kind of resilience, 
that yields and resists when it should.

Kährs activity Floor is a wood floor specifically designed for this. a result of long-
term research, it combines excellent energy-absorbing qualities with durability 
and good looks. Kährs activity Floor creates an optimal surface for all types of 
sports and the patented construction promotes fast, simple installation.

Other Kährs spOrts faCility prOjeCts

24-7 dance studio Frederick, md
Ymca duluth, mN
colorado school of dance parker, co
Fitness one cheyenne, WY
gotta dance studio granda Hills, ca
riverfront athletic club  denver co
sheree reed reverance academy of dance lafayette, co
sony coorporation New York, NY
the art of dance chester, NJ
ursuline academy dallas, tX
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

KÄHRS WOOD FLOOR, 14 MM

Kährs UK Ltd

Unit A4 Cairo Place | Endeavour Business Park

7 Penner Road, Havant | Hampshire | PO9 1QN

Phone: +44 2392 453 045 | Fax: +44 2392 453 050

E-mail: sales@kahrs.co.uk

2008-09 GB

Kährs UK Ltd

Unit A4 Cairo Place | Endeavour Business Park

7 Penner Road, Havant | Hampshire | PO9 1QN

Phone: +44 2392 453 045 | Fax: +44 2392 453 050

E-mail: sales@kahrs.co.uk

2008-09 GB

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

KÄHRS ACTIVITY FLOOR

TOTAL INSTALLATION HEIGHT 30 MM 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

KÄHRS WOOD FLOOR, 15 MM

Kährs UK Ltd

Unit A4 Cairo Place | Endeavour Business Park

7 Penner Road, Havant | Hampshire | PO9 1QN

Phone: +44 2392 453 045 | Fax: +44 2392 453 050

E-mail: sales@kahrs.co.uk

2008-09 GB

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

KÄHRS LINNEA
INSTALLATION HEIGHT 7 MM

Kährs UK Ltd
Unit A4 Cairo Place | Endeavour Business Park
7 Penner Road, Havant | Hampshire | PO9 1QN
Phone: +44 2392 453 045 | Fax: +44 2392 453 050
E-mail: sales@kahrs.co.uk

2008-09 GB

eNviroNmeNtal iNFormatioN
We have gathered a substantial amount of information related to our products, our 
environmental policies and the latest environmental reports.

sample orderiNg
When you have identified a product for a specific installation, just complete the sample order 
form and it will be sent to you. For final evaluation, nothing compares to a real floor sample.

tecHNical doWNloads
Within the download library you will find a wide variety of documents covering technical 
specifications, installation and maintenance guides, environmental certificates, etc.

reFereNce case studies
the reference area within the site is continuously updated with images and facts. this will 
provide you with further inspiration.

Key features Of Our website inClude:

trY out ideas oNliNe
on our new website, use the virtual showroom to try out different flooring ideas.

moldiNgs
it is in the detail that you can recognize the 
level of skill and craftsmanship in a Kährs floor. 
You can choose from a wide range of moldings 
and accessories, each designed to add the 
perfect finishing touch.

iNstallatioN tools aNd 
materials
Kährs offers a wide range of tools and 
materials to make installation easy and help 
achieve a perfect end result. the range 
includes a variety of underlayments, which 
offer moisture protection and acoustic 
benefits, as well as installation tools.

care aNd maiNteNaNce
Kährs care and maintenance range includes a 
variety of products, specially designed to care 
for Kährs individual surface treatments. the 
range also includes repair and refurbishment 
products. detailed maintenance instructions 
are available in the online installation guide 
and maintenance repair guide.

at www.kahrs.com you will find more information – and inspiration – about our floors, our company and the 
environment. We hope the website will be a helpful professional tool. if you need more information or advice, 
please contact your local Kährs representative; contact information is included on the back page of this brochure.

the flOOring system

Kährs suppOrt
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surfaCe treatment

silK matte
our silk matte finish complements 
the wood’s character by 
emphasizing its natural structure. 
it also makes the floor more 
durable and easier to clean. at the 
same time, the finish is one of the 
thinnest available, so it doesn’t 
conceal the wood’s natural luster.

matte
our matte finish creates the 
impression that the floor is made 
from untreated bare wood, or has 
a natural oiled finish. the soft-to-
touch natural surface is incredibly 
tactile and pleasing underfoot. 
matte finish is as durable and easy 
to maintain as our silk matte finish.

Nature oil
Kährs Nature oil gives your floor a 
wonderfully natural and beautiful 
feel. the oil brings out the wood’s 
texture and graining, and enhances 
its tone.

gloss
the gloss finish gives your floor a 
shiny, polished look which enhances 
the beauty of the wood species 
you have chosen. this protective 
quality ensures that it will stay 
beautiful despite every day wear 
and tear.

Beveled edge
Beveling the edges of a 1-strip 
floor board accentuates its plank 
shape. From a micro-bevel (a 
slight accentuation of the edge 
using sandpaper) to a more 
dramatic, stronger bevel on all 
edges, this design feature gives 
the floor a more rustic and distinct 
look.

HaNdscraped
the rich character surface that 
provides a truly rustic feel is 
created by hand, using different 
wood scraping and sanding tools. 
it creates a wood floor with the 
look and feel of an old floor worn 
by time with rich character 
markings.

BrusHed
Brushing the surface highlights 
the natural structure of the grain 
and creates additional texture. 
Brushing is usually accompanied 
by other surface treatments, such 
as a beveled edge or a colored 
stain.

staiNed
stains can be used to further 
enhance natural color tones  
– from palest white and whisper 
greys, to rich mocha and charcoal 
shades.

citY selectioN
these floors are stylishly understated; they are 
created from a uniform and regular timber 
grade with small variations in grain and tone. 
they can be light or dark, depending on the 
wood species, but the tone and overall effect 
is uniform. if you like a calm, minimalistic 
impression, look for a floor in the city 
selection.

grading

toWN selectioN
dark or light, these floors are characterized by 
subtle variations in tone and pattern, with 
occasional knots. they form a classic backdrop, 
allowing the rest of the decoration to take 
‘center stage’. if you’re looking for a floor with 
minimal variations, take a look at our town 
selection.

couNtrY selectioN
if you’re looking for a more rustic floor, you will 
probably like our country selection. Here, you 
will find dramatic graining, gnarls, knots and 
greater color variation. this creates a bold and 
unmistakably natural look.

wOOd’s natural COlOr Change
Wood exposed to sunlight is subject to color changes. as with all 
natural products made from wood, these changes are expected and 
add to the beauty and distinctiveness of wood floors. if you move or 
rearrange rugs and furniture periodically, you avoid distinct lines 
between the exposed and unexposed areas of the floor. the swatches 
above, show the shades that different wood species will turn after 
exposure to natural sunlight.

the right flOOr fOr the right areas
different wood species naturally have different degrees of hardness. 
For areas exposed to a great deal of wear and tear, it is best to choose 
one of the harder wood species. the table compares the hardness of 
different wood species.
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tHe Best WaY to recYcle tHis 
BrocHure is to sHare it WitH a colleague.
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